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Chapter 1  Product Function Introduction 

DRM is a self-developed media security TV program control system of sumavision, which can provide 

efficient and flexible security using control for variety types (e.g. file, real time stream) of multimedia 

resource (e.g. video, audio, picture E-book), in different types of network TV (e.g. IPTV, network TV, 

bi-directional cable TV, mobile TV), thus protect the interests of copyright holders (e.g. authors, 

content provider, business operators). 

 

Core of DRM is digital rights management technology, which can realize encryption protection of 

multimedia resource, meanwhile limit and manage (authorization) using of multimedia resource. Since 

multimedia resource and authorization are separated, variable flexible applications are available. 

1.1  Mainstream encoding format and transport format 

DRM 3.0 supports video encoding format like H.265/HEVC, MPEG-4, H.264, and MPEG-2. 

DRM 3.0 supports audio encoding format like MPEG-1 Layer2, MPEG-2 AAC，MPEG-4 AAC and 

Dolby AC-3. 

 

DRM 3.0 supports transport format like MPEG-2/H.264 TS over IP. 

DRM 3.0 supports unicast and multicast on UDP protocol for real time program stream, HLS protocol 

for VOD stream. 

1.2  Encryption protection of real time program stream 

Encryption protection of real time program stream is one of the basic functions of DRM 3.0. Real time 

program streams enter the real time encryption server through encoder, and transmit to network after 

being encrypted by encryption server, at last go to terminals and be decrypted, decoded and played. 

 

According to different system configuration, up to hundreds of live broadcast channels encryption are 

supported simultaneously, each channel use a unique secret key, which can be changed by time or 

bitrate based on settings, fully guarantee the security of content and the benefit of operator and content 

provider.  
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1.3  VOD Program Encrypt Protection 

VOD system is the basic system and also a highlight of IPTV system, user can watch the program 

according to their preferences. DRM 3.0 system support encryption of VOD content. Encryption 

template of DRM 3.0 system can effectively pre-encrypt content stored in VOD lib, guarantee the 

content is protected from the very beginning. Every VOD content has a corresponding unique secret 

key, ensuring the overall security. 

 

When user play a requested program, they choose a program by EPG (electronic program guide) and 

purchase, ordering information is stored in business management system; authorization management 

system interactive with business management system, authorization management system issue the 

authorization in the mode of right object (RO), meanwhile user receive the encrypted video stream 

which will be decrypt and display on terminal. 

1.4  Authorization Mode 

DRM3.0 support flexible authorization mode, operator can issue authorization aimed at selectable 

purchase mode, based on users’ requirement of program content. If user’s requirement of content is 

one-time-watch, suitable purchase mode for this user is per view, corresponding authorization mode is 

per view ; similarly, user has requirement of a certain time period daily, then suitable purchase mode 

for this user is per certain time period daily, corresponding authorization mode is per certain time 

period daily; if user wants to watch program in a date period without limitation, he or she can select the 

purchase mode as per date period, corresponding authorization mode is per date period, like the 

common monthly payment service.  

 

1.5  Free Preview Function  

DRM3.0 supports free preview function. 

Free preview is in the case of users do not have the authorization of the program but can be short 

timely to watch the content in order to inform the user to understand the content of the program 

information and then prompting the user to order for it. 

Besides this function allows users to get the viewing experience and consistently contribute to the 

user's long term ordering habits. 
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1.6  Pre-authorization and Real time authorization 

DRM 3.0 support Pre-authorization and real time authorization. 

Real time authorization means that, user can apply for authorization instantly after placing an order on 

the online ordering system. 

Pre-authorization means users ordered the service in advance in operator’s business management 

system, and business management system alternate user authorization information with DRM 3.0 

system (permission management). User can enjoy the pay TV service only via DRM 3.0 system. 

1.7  Support for Multiple Terminal Devices 

Users’ terminal device can be PC, STB, mobile phone or PAD, user can choose different terminals as 

needed. 

1.8  Typical Application Scenarios 

 

 

The orange part of the picture is StreamGuard DRM system structure. After less workload 

integration for DRM system, operation support system (OSS), set top box and streaming media 

server (live + VOD), DRM will establish a digital program authorization center. 
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Digital content after encoding compression will be encrypted by the encryption keys (Key) for 

encryption protection (lock). The KeyID and the URL of program authorization center are stored in 

the head of encrypted digital content. 

 

According to the KeyID and URL information on the head of the digital content, the digital program 

authorization center will verify and send out the related decryption key (unlock) when user order 

program, then the program can be played. 

 

If the target program is encrypted, even if the user downloads, it is unable to play the program 

without authentication from the digital program authorization center and thus to protect the copyright 

of the program. 

Authority management 

 Online, offline subscription program 

 The package timely licensing(month/year) 

 Free preview& reminder to charge the fee 

 Set-top box supports single device with home domain authorization control 

 Support mobile terminal users with home domain authorization control 

Identity management 

 Using PKCS, X.509 series standard CA 

 Online distribution of mobile terminal only DeviceID and the corresponding certificate 

 Set-top box terminal preset certificate, advanced security chip protection 

 DRM front end system, OTT business front end system, application store front end system are 

all installed in the certificate 

Content protection 

Live content: 

 Set-top box terminal: TS/UDP multicast protocol and real-time encryption 

 Mobile terminal: HLS Protocol & real-time encryption 

VOD content: 

 HLS Protocol & real-time encryption 

 Pre encryption 

Terminal Control 

 Startup check, to prevent the system from being tampered with 
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 Only to have a legitimate certificate of the application store to download the application 

 Only the application of the signature verification can be installed. 

 

Chapter 2  Products Performance Introduction 

2.1  System Tolerance 

DRM sub system supports 500 concurrency services system connection; 

Supports 500 real time streams encryption simultaneously with 100000 subscribers. 

2.2  System Precision 

DRM 3.0 system can support authorization management per view, per time, per time period. 

Time precision of user authorization control is millisecond level. 

2.3  Time Performance 

Testing environment: single IBM X3650m3 server: Xeon2.13G CPU, 4G memory, 

2*146SAS\Raid1\COMBO\dual power\dual GbE port.  

 

Speed of acquiring authorization: 

Average response time of 500 concurrency terminals: 685ms; concurrency throughput capacity: 730 /s 

 

Register speed: 

Average response time of 500 concurrency terminals: 1050ms; concurrency throughput capacity: 476 

/s 

2.4  Flexibility 

System adopts modular design, each module works independently, can be deployed to different servers 

or single server, depending on the hardware environment. Each module communicates with other 

products, adopting communication protocol with good flexibility, support flexible extension of 

communication data. Simple communication interface and second development are available for each 

module. 

http://www.iciba.com/throughput_capacity
http://www.iciba.com/throughput_capacity
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System provides external interface based on Web Service, which is easy for integration with 

SMS/BOSS. Meanwhile, system provides simulation system of SMS/BOSS, which is convenient for 

demonstration and other system integration demonstration.  

2.5  Security 

The appearance of data protection technology is aimed at the information duplications on the internet 

and data security. StreamGuard DRM combines the independent research security algorithm with the 

world standard Marlin perfectly to realize the protection for data content. The working principle of the 

DRM technology, firstly is building the information authorization center. Encoded data content can be 

encryption protected by using keys. The key identification code and the URL of the authorization 

center is stored in the head of the encrypted information. When users operate the information on the 

internet, according to the key identification code and the URL characteristic, they can send related key 

decryption after passing the authorization verification of the information authorization center. The data 

which need protection will be encrypted. Even though that data is downloaded by users, it can’t be 

used if there is no verification authorization of information authorization center. 

 

Now, the most widely used fields for DRM are digital copyright encryption and security protection. In 

actual protection process, DRM realize the protection in two steps. The first step, data provider(like 

enterprise, website and data library) use the package tools of developers to encrypt and add file heads 

on the original files. Generally speaking, we use 128-bit symmetric algorithm to encrypt. In the 

meanwhile of encrypting, some other security information can be added. 

 

The second step, when a user access the information, the machine will check whether he has the related 

license automatically. If he does’t have, system will indicate user to register on the specific registration 

address. When the user inputs the user name and password or insert the IC card, USB identity 

authorization token, authorization server will check the identity of user and corresponding privilege. If 

the checking result shows that the user is valid and the content he access is also within his privilege, 

authorization server will read the hardware fingerprint(it can be PC information, IC card information 

and KEY information) of the user. Then authorization will generate a license file that transmit to cloud 

or implant into the machine of that user. 
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If the process of package is a process that add a safety lock on the digital files, then license is the key to 

that lock. Every valid user owns a specific and unique key and it is binded with hardware fingerprint. 

StreamGuard DRM provide perfect Identity authentication mechanism.  All data that transmit in the 

unsafe net have to be strongly data encrypted and complete key protected. The system provide 

abundant log machanism to ensure there is some documents to check when security issues happen. 

When considering the security aspect, there are three methods —software method, USBKEY method 

and advanced security chip method to ensure the terminal security. 
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Chapter 3  Hardware Reference Configuration 

3.1  DRM sub system user amount 100000 

Recommended diagram for 100000 users is as follows (for more reference configuration, please refer 

to <DRM 3.0 system installation manual>): 

Encrypt + VOD 

Server

SMS/AMS server

NMS server Authorization server

CA server

IPCAS/DRM terminal

Network

Switch

GbE Switch

IPCAS/DRM terminal

Live broadcast device

Switch

Authorization server

Cluster controller 

(main)

Switch

Cluster controller 

(backup)

RI Database
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Hardwar configuration as follows: 

Name Type Parameter Quantity Reference 

Database 

Server 

IBM 

X3650 

M4 

Intel Xeon E5-2603V2  Processor 

E5-2603V2 1.8G CPU\4G 

Storage\2*300SAS\Raid1\ 

COMBO\Dual Power\4*Gigabit 

Interface\ 

1 
Database 

Service 

Encryptor 

IBM 

X3650 

M4 

Intel Xeon E5-2603V2  Processor 

E5-2603V2 1.8G CPU\4G 

Storage\2*300SAS\Raid1\ 

COMBO\Dual Power\4*Gigabit 

Interface\ 

1 
Encrypt 

Service  

Business 

Server 

IBM 

X3650 

M4 

Intel Xeon E5-2603V2  Processor 

E5-2603V2 1.8G CPU\4G 

Storage\2*300SAS\Raid1\ 

COMBO\Dual Power\4*Gigabit 

Interface\ 

1 

Provide registration, 

access authorization 

services 

Agent 

Database 

Server 

IBM 

X3650 

M4 

Intel Xeon E5-2603V2  Processor 

E5-2603V2 1.8G CPU\4G 

Storage\2*300SAS\Raid1\ 

COMBO\Dual Power\4*Gigabit 

Interface\ 

1 Data Agent Service 

 

3.2  System Structure and Function of the blocks 

Main blocks: BssService, Personalization Service, Registration Service, License Service, Packer, 

ECMG, EnAddOn, KeyService, HttpGate, Manager, Security Metadata Service, DRMAgent 

BssService: 

Provide REST API interfaces which is used for getting individualization, registration and obtaining 

authorization Token for service system 

PersonalizationService: 

Provide the service of terminal individual data download. 

Respond the individual Token requirement of BssService.  

Process the requirement for obtaining terminal individual data, verify the terminal identity and 
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transport the secret key safely 

RegistrationService: 

Provide the service of terminal registration, provide the key for the terminal 

Respond the requirement for regsitration Token of BssService 

Process the terminal registration requirement and provide user key for terminals 

LicenseService: 

Provide the service of obtaining authorization. 

Respond the requirement for authorization Token of BssService 

Process the terminal authorization requirement and provide authorization for terminals. 

Packer: 

Respond the requirement for obtaining ECM package of ECMG and Key Service. 

Pack the ECM package. 

ECMG, En Add On, Key Service 

ECMG: Accept the requirement for obtaining ECM of En Add On and ISS as the agent  

En Add On: Accept the requirement for obtaining ECM of ISS as the agent. 

Key Service: Accept the requirement for obtaining ECM of ISS as the agent. 

Support different ISS: 

1) If ISS is DVB scrambler, ISS can communicate with ECMG directly for obtaining ECM ; 

2) If ISS (eg. Nginx) can customized transform, ISS can obtain the key by communicating with 

Key Service 

3) En Add On。If ISS(eg. wowza) can’t customized transform, we can realize the En Add On  

according to the requirement of ISS. 

HttpGate: 

Provide HTTP service for terminals, accept the requirement for ternimal individualization, 

registration/anti registration and obtaining authorization 

Manager: 

Operate on Web application server, provide the services like safety management, block management, 

fault warning, statistical report(can configure the block parameter, monitor operation of the blocks and 

generate the warning automatically). 

Security Metadata Service: 

Release CRL and trust time 

DRMAgent: 

Operate on terminal device, realize the functions of certificate management and authorization control. 
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Chapter 4  Value-added Service Support & Operation Suggestion 

4.1  PVR Control and SuperDistribution 

DRM support the STB with hard disk for flexible video control, and it can also make the different 

control according to different time, programs and prices. 

 

When operator define the authorization, they can define whether they have the permission for 

video according to different time and different programs. When define the IPPV and IPPT 

products, they can define three model— no video, optional video and free video. In the model “no 

video”, although the users video the program, that program is also stored in the hard disk of STB 

in a Encryption method. When the uses want to playback that program, they also need purchase 

the authorization in administration management system(the price will be lower compared with 

first time purchase). In the model “optional video”, users can choose different price strategies: if 

users want to playback the video for in the future, then they need pay extra money for video, and if 

they don’t need the video for future, they can just pay the program fee. For example,  the IPPT 

product of movie 《2012》, if we just watch the movie without video recording authorization, the 

price will be 5 RMB/h. And if we need both watching and video recording authorization, the price 

will be 7 RMB/h(And if the users want to watch that video again, the price will be 2~4 RMB/h. 

Because the reuse of video can reduce the stress of network transmission of the operator). 

 

Surely, using the video in the STB also need the authorization. Users can send the program video 

in the STB to other users by some other methods to realize the function of super distribution. The 

uses who receive the program video need to send application for authorization to administration 

system when they want to watch the program video. Because super distribution function can save 

the bandwidth of operator and considering the return of the user recommendation, the 

authorization price will be 2~4 RMB/h(a little lower than first time demand the video but higher or 

equals to the price of video using authorization).    
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4.2  Online Program Purchase Authorization 

DRM support the function of Online program purchase authorization. Unlike the solutions of CAS in 

smartcard, DRM allows that when clients decide whether to purchase the program authorization after 

they preview the program, they can choose product package to purchase by using EPG. BOSS/SMS 

will send information of purchase to the front end system of DRM. After decryption terminal get the 

copyright acquisition trigger, it can send application for authorization to DRM administration system. 

Then after get the authorization, the users can decrypt and watch the programs. 

 

The process of online program purchase is shown above, online program purchase authorization is 

the basic of the operation of other kinds of Value-added services. Through the function of online 

program purchase authorization, users can purchase the programs they like anytime based on the 

basic authorization package. 

 

Besides the traditional purchase methods like prepaid and monthly paid, users can also use the 

HomePay of Sumavision method to make the STB purchase. 

 

4.3  Other Applications (electronic books, HD pictures and High quality music) support 

Because the DRM system is realized based on DRM standard, there is no constraint for its 

protected content. Then it can also used for other sales supports such as electronic books, HD 

pictures, high quality music and games etc. System can also set the operation method and 
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operation life on these applications in order to provide guarantee for developing different kinds of 

services on the digital TVs. 


